BriteCore and Xceedance:
System Integration Services
for Operational Agility
and Superior ROI
Xceedance leverages in-depth
insurance knowledge and technology
expertise to drive successful business
outcomes for re/insurance organizations
Implementing a commercial policy administration
system (PAS) can involve significant cost, time,
and effort. As market conditions change, and
policyholder expectations evolve, enterprise IT
landscapes are becoming more complex.
Structured and unstructured data requirements,
scalability needs, and compliance priorities are
among the factors insurance organizations must
consider in integrating policy systems with existing
legacy applications, intelligent automation, and
disparate enterprise and distribution platforms.
Further, migrating large volumes of policy, claims,
and customer data from incumbent legacy
applications to the policy administration system
— while ensuring data integrity and accuracy —
can be daunting. In addressing such challenges,
the role of an insurance-focused systems
integrator can be crucial to ensure a risk-free,
timely, and cost-effective deployment of a
modern policy administration system.

Establish a modernized P&C insurance framework
with end-to-end BriteCore implementation support
Xceedance is a global provider of strategic consulting and
managed services, technology, data sciences, and blockchain
solutions to insurance organizations. As an industry-expert
SI partner, Xceedance helps insurers accelerate time to
production for implementations and enhancements of
the BriteCore platform while ensuring superior business
continuity and productivity.
Ensuring a smooth operation of the BriteCore suite of
products requires a dynamic and agile implementation
approach. Such an approach should encompass:
›
›
›
›

Undertaking critical automation tasks, including
coding and testing
Designing the user experience
Migrating existing systems and managing upgrades
Optimizing implementation costs

Deep expertise in P&C insurance lines of business and
a team of experienced technology professionals
at Xceedance, can help insurance organizations simplify
and streamline the BriteCore suite implementation process.

SOLUTION HIGHLIGHTS
The Xceedance BriteCore technology experts use agile
delivery model to enable full-scale implementation and
enhancements of the BriteCore product Suite.
Comprehensive support from Xceedance includes:
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Solutioning design
Enterprise
architecture review
New insurance product
implementation
Configuration
Business analysis and
requirements gathering
Quality assurance
Test automation

›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Customization
Third party integrations
Product API extensions
Post-implementation
support
Platform upgrades
Legacy migration
Implementation
and upgrades for
ISO products
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THE XCEEDANCE ADVANTAGE
With BriteCore implementation services from Xceedance,
insurers benefit from our deep product and industry
knowledge across P&C lines. By partnering with Xceedance,
insurance organizations can achieve:
›

Enhanced user experience: A user-focused
delivery approach ensures clients are equipped
with the relevant functionality, accessible through
a smooth and consistent application experience.

›

Faster time-to-market: A flexible delivery model
and robust governance structure helps insurers
swiftly roll out a wide range of insurance
products quickly and efficiently.

›

Reduced implementation costs: By leveraging
Xceedance right-shoring model and proven data
migration framework, insurers can realize significant
reduction in development and testing costs.

›

Robust ROI: Drive savings on BriteCore investments
through automated regression testing with
Xceedance Test Automation Services.

›

Strategic Operations Support: Xceedance practices
and promulgates Strategic Operations Support
(SOS) — a partner/service provider relationship which
unifies profound insurance expertise, dexterous
support in core insurance functions, and multifaceted
understanding of emerging technologies — to improve
the business proficiency of insurance organizations.

To accelerate the productivity
and value of your BriteCore
implementation and boost
speed-to-market, write to us at
contact@xceedance.com.

